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I studied Computer Science at the Lublin University of Technology. I started my career in ViP
Interntional company as a C++/Qt developer. After 2 years I settled down in Warsaw and
started working as a C++ developer in Autogard S.A. I took part in many interesting projects: a
car navigation system, a car ﬂeet management system, communication terminals, GIS
applications. I am interested in application design, programming, mobile and embedded
systems. I am a big fan of the C++ programming language. I have always tried to be up-todate with C++ and grasp some new knowledge about it. I also love Linux and the Qt
technology.
I am a marathon runner and a triathlete. I have a beautiful wife and two great children.
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Education & Training
Lublin University of Technology

2003–2008

Computer science

Experience
Years: 5
Vip-inter

2010–2012

C++/Qt developer

Autoguard

2012–2015

GIS projects - C/C++/Qt/Java/C#/Embedded Linux/TCP communication

Courses and certifications
CAE
May 2009
Certificate in Advanced English

Projects in Milo
Arise
Middle and Backoffice solution for stockbrokers. It
contains a wide variety of features such as settlements
management, reports generation, accounting and
communication with KDPW. It can be tailored to individual
clients' requirements. More information: www.arise.pl

PySide Business App Concept
The application is a concept of a storehouse management
system. Main functions: - retrieving products data from
database; - displaying information about the products; products edition; It is written in Python 3.3 + PySide 1.2.1
and works on Windows and Linux.

MTI
MTI

Rooah!
Rooah! is a fast and safe web browser which keeps all the
history data: tabs, favourites, cookies on a remote server.
It has a cloud storage feature, embedded chat and media
player which can play files from local disk and cloud.
Rooah!'s design is also prepared to keep advertising
content. Main features: - cross-platform (Windows, Mac) private browsing - history kept on a server, not on a local
disk - cloud file storage - embedded media player embedded chat - design with place for advertising content

Presto
Unlike iPad, Presto tablets are powered by an
unprecedented 18-hour battery and feature a built-in
credit card reader an uniquely adjustable stand.
Ruggedized specifically for restaurant use, Prestos are
more durable than the iPad and less expensive too. Here is
the Presto Effect: $0.00 upfront cost and no installation
fee 10% higher sales 94% say Presto is better 7min faster
table turn 16.1% higher tips 85% of guests use it 9x more
email signups

